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Audie Klotz begins her book on South Africa’s xenophobic violence by quoting
James Bryce who declared, “[South Africa] makes a noise and a stir in the world
disproportionate to its small population.”1 Although Bryce wrote more than a century
ago, his proclamation holds true today.2 Why? With South Africa entering its third
decade of democracy, now is an opportune moment to consider the eternal interest in
“the beloved country” and reﬂect on the lessons that it provides for scholars of
politics elsewhere.3 I argue that we can understand South Africa’s disproportionate
“noise and stir in the world” by recognizing the revolutionary quality of its democratic
transition, while also recognizing the transition’s contradictory dynamics. However, doing
so may force us to rethink how we study democratization, law, and rights generally by
demanding increased scholarly attention to the meanings citizens themselves attach to
democratic institutions and particularly the institutionalization of rights.
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This review of four books about South Africa shows that meanings of the law
shared by regime and opposition negotiators was a key element enabling South Africa’s
democratic transition, a transition that gave birth to a remarkable set of civil, political,
and social rights after apartheid. In important ways, the rule of law in democratic South
Africa is the rule of rights. That is, ordinary citizens have the ability to subordinate the
state’s institutions to their will by appealing to the expansive rights the country’s
constitution grants them and to rights existing internationally. Yet, even as South Africa’s
constitution was at the forefront of the late twentieth century’s rights revolution,4 ordinary
citizens frequently challenge South Africa’s rights guarantees—including what rights
provide, who should receive them, and how they are institutionalized—by using the
language of rights in ways that challenge their liberal origins. In some cases, this has
progressive outcomes as ordinary citizens use the language of rights to demand greater
social and economic inclusion if state institutions fail to live up to the revolutionary
promises of the country’s constitution.5 At the same time, though, ordinary citizens have
fought to restrict the scope of the country’s rights regime by decrying the extension of
rights to resident aliens or, as I have written about elsewhere, to suspected criminals.6 In
other words, rights are not only being restricted by the state, as much of our literature
would predict. More unexpectedly, in some cases, rights are being restricted by South
Africa’s citizens. Moreover, this is happening with increasing violence, an outcome the
new rights dispensation was designed to prevent.
South Africa’s rights regime, therefore, has contradictory dynamics: while it has
helped stabilize the country’s democratic system, the different meanings citizens attach
to these rights may also enable political disorder. On the one hand, this rights regime
binds the country together as citizens use it to make demands for social justice and
check state power. For instance, amidst rising concern over increasing corruption,7
citizens have exercised their civil rights to stage protests and their political rights to
vote for opposition parties in increasingly large numbers.8 On the other hand, the
rights regime pulls the country apart as its citizens violently contest how the beneﬁts
of rights are allocated and who their beneﬁciaries should be. For example, protestors
who exercise their civil right to protest for better service provision but do so violently
often understand their violence as a continuation of the violence that liberated the
country from apartheid.9 This is a more ambiguous outcome than our theories of
democratization would predict given the relative strength of South Africa’s judicial
institutions.
Indeed, a focus on South Africa—a country whose democratic transition was
intimately connected to the twentieth-century rights revolution and whose constitution
is upheld as a model for other transitional democracies10—has implications for
scholarly theories of democratization, law, and rights in general. As I discuss in greater
detail below, much of the work on rights in political science takes a positive view of the
power of expanding rights, suggesting that robust rights regimes form the foundation for
high quality democracies. What the literature does not explain, however, is why citizens
might challenge the extension of rights or use the language of expanding rights to justify
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acts of violence, as the works discussed below show has been the case in post-apartheid
South Africa.
I argue that we can explain these dynamics by paying greater attention to the often
contradictory meanings ordinary citizens attach to rights, meanings that allow citizens to
simultaneously demand rights for themselves and forcefully limit their extension to
others. To support this argument, I advance a meaning-making approach to the study of
rights, an approach that places the meanings local actors assign to political phenomena
(in this case, rights) at the center of the analysis.11 Such an analysis involves examining
rights in their cultural and historical context rather than treating rights as an expression
of democratic values, as a system of ﬁxed incentives, or as the product of broad normative
changes, as much of the literature in political science does. If we pay attention to the
meanings citizens give to rights, we can understand why citizens appropriate or resist
rights in ways that do not necessarily lead to liberal outcomes.
The goal in pointing out the contradictory desire for and the rejection of rights in
the South African context is not to suggest that the country or its citizens are somehow
ill-suited for a robust rights regime.12 On the contrary, the works below show how
ordinary citizens utilize robust rights protections to advance social justice in remarkable
ways, even as some also use the language of rights to justify violence or limit freedom
in other circumstances. Rather, the goal is to articulate a more general methodological
point with global relevance: rights are political not only because of the incentives
they create or the political aspirations they realize, but because those incentives and
aspirations are themselves created by the meanings citizens attach to rights. By paying
attention to the meanings of rights in context instead of viewing them as likely to lead to
high quality democratic systems, we can understand how robust rights systems may,
counterintuitively, enable political disorder.
To make these arguments, I review four works on South African politics, showing
how attention to the meaning of law or rights advanced their analyses. Next, I outline
how three currently dominant approaches to the study of democracy, law, and rights
have difﬁculty accounting for the dynamics described in these books. I then ask what
lessons the books have for a meaning-making approach to rights and how such an
approach could help explain the contradictory politics we see in South Africa and
potentially elsewhere.

A Revolution Shaped by Law
South Africa’s transition to democracy was made possible by a violent insurrection
from below,13 but Jens Meierhenrich’s study of South Africa’s democratic transition
shows it was made lasting by elites constrained by the habits and meanings emerging
from a deeply entrenched legal culture.14 South Africa’s durable transition to democracy
is something few predicted in the early 1990s. The country was in the midst of an
insurrection against racist rule while the state, along with conservative forces in black
and white society, violently tried to counter the emerging revolution. Even though this
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violence forced both sides to the negotiating table, the prospects for a durable settlement
were grim. Yet, a robust electoral democracy emerged. How?
Much has been written to explain how the country got to the negotiating table,15 to
describe what was said there,16 and to criticize the compromises made at it.17 Less has
been said, however, about why these negotiations proved durable, which is where
Meierhenrich’s powerful book steps in. In explaining why the negotiated settlement
lasted, Meierhenrich highlights an important lacuna in the literature on democratization.
That is, while we have much theory on what might initiate a democratic transition and
much literature on what consolidates democracy, we know surprisingly little about why
commitments to implementing democratic elections would remain credible during
moments of transition before they are made durable through long-term institutional or
attitudinal change.
Rather surprisingly, it turns out that one of the central features of the apartheid
state’s oppressive rule enabled the electoral pact formed during the democratic
negotiations to last: the law.18 It is well documented that the apartheid regime, whatever
else it was, was a regime of laws.19 To be sure, the legal system was hardly fair.
Drawing on Ernst Fraenkel’s classic study of the “dual state” in Nazi Germany,20
Meierhenrich shows that apartheid law blended formally rational and substantively
irrational elements.21 That is, even as laws were rationally made according to formal
parliamentary procedures, implemented by bureaucratic security institutions, and
enforced by rule-bound judges, the regime violated their substance by using emergency
law, massacring protesting civilians, and extra-judicially executing opponents to
perpetuate racial rule.22 Thus, there was a fundamentally dual character to apartheid
law, giving it a contradictory mix of despotic power and formal constraints on its
despotism.
This dual law was not only central to perpetuating apartheid, however; the law was
also important for combating apartheid. The formally rational side of the state’s legal
system enabled that ﬁght. Lawyers opposed to apartheid regularly went to the courts to
defend opponents of the regime and challenge its laws.23 Because the accused were in a
courtroom where rules of evidence held, leniency or acquittal were real (though certainly
infrequent) possibilities.24 Nelson Mandela himself would later write that while the
legal system as a whole was pitifully biased against people of color, the courts were
“perhaps the only place in South Africa where an African could possibly receive a fair
hearing and where the rule of law might still apply.”25 In this sense, under apartheid
the law was both “sword and shield,” which was consistent with the country’s longrunning and deeply engrained legal culture.26 The negotiations which led to South
Africa’s democratic revolution, it turns out, were structured by the habits emerging
from this legal culture.
Indeed, culture is the watchword here. Meierhenrich shows how this strong legal
culture (i.e., the legal habits and practices through which the law gives and is given
meaning) was a precondition for the trust which enabled apartheid’s architects to
negotiate with apartheid’s adversaries during apartheid’s endgame.27 The negotiations
were conducted by rational actors on both sides, but their choices were made in a
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meaningful legal context that enabled trust between the negotiators. 28 As Meierhenrich
argues, “the legality of law,” by which he means the habits and expectations that come
with acting in rule bound ways, “can ‘lock-in’ stakes for those who stand to lose from
democratization. It can facilitate the gradual construction of trust among adversaries,
thus accelerating regime formation and government formation.”29 To be sure, in a place
where the state liberally used emergency law, it seems strange that the law might
engender trust among those opposed to the regime, much less form the basis for a
durable political settlement. Yet, as Mandela argued, the legal system did allow for
occasional victories, reinforcing faith in the system’s formal rationality and ramifying
expectations for legally constrained behavior. The fact that two lawyers—Nelson
Mandela and Oliver Tambo—led the African National Congress as apartheid collapsed
only heightened the importance of the “legality of law” during apartheid’s endgame.
Thus, as much as it might be a set of codiﬁed rules that structures behavioral
incentives, Meierhenrich argues that South African law was “a meaningful activity” that
constituted cultural or habitual value.30 Through these shared legal habits, actors on
both sides of the political divide could reliably orient themselves towards their
ideological opponents because they shared common assumptions about how to act
through legal procedures.31 These shared meanings of law, in other words, allowed
rational actors on both sides of the negotiating table to bridge their communication gap,
develop enough trust to produce a settlement, and form a stable democratic pact. More
analytically, Meierhenrich’s focus on shared meanings of the law in context allowed
him to open up the black box of how actors understood what was rational in the ﬁrst
place.

A Legal Revolution
While Meierhenrich illustrates how meanings of the law among elites were central to
the durability of South Africa’s democratic pact, the law has also formed the basis of
the post-apartheid political order. Speciﬁcally, the transfer of political power to the
country’s formerly oppressed majority was reﬂected in a changing spirit of the laws that,
substantively, gave all citizens equal access to the legal system for the ﬁrst time through
some of the world’s most expansive civil, political, and social rights.32 In a sense, with
the democratic transition, riots were abandoned for rights.33 Unfortunately, this political
settlement came at the expense of fundamental economic transformation, like the
wholesale redistribution of white-owned land, and, some argue, this fact may prevent
transformation in the future.34 For many observers of South African politics, this
negotiated outcome (or capitulation, depending on the forcefulness of one’s
position) was a failure of South Africa’s revolutionary struggle.35 For legal theorist
Drucilla Cornell, by contrast, South Africa’s transition was revolutionary, at least if
one thinks about revolution as being more than political or economic change. If one
thinks legally, then the effects of South Africa’s post-apartheid constitutions are
revolutionary indeed.36
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In making the argument that South African law is revolutionary, Cornell intervenes
in a contentious debate about the nature of South Africa’s transition. For many scholars,
writing either approvingly or skeptically, South Africa’s transition was made possible
by the moderation that leaders demonstrated during the negotiations—moderation that
represented a narrowing of revolutionary possibility. Cornell, by contrast, argues, over
the course of ten chapters addressing topics as varied as court cases on transitional
justice and cultural group rights, that changes in the nature of the law during South
Africa’s transition made the country’s democratic transition a revolutionary achievement. Because South Africa’s legal transition was not merely procedural, but also
substantive, the transition brought revolutionary changes in how the law was practiced
and what law would allow politically.37
Thus, the meaning of the law shifted with the adoption of the country’s 1993
interim and 1996 ﬁnal Constitution. Speciﬁcally, Cornell argues, one should regard
South Africa’s constitutions as attempts to recouple law with radical changes in the
social and political order sought by the country’s insurgents during the struggle against
apartheid.38 Indeed, this shift in meaning has been crucial to post-apartheid politics as
social movements and citizens have been able to go to the courts for the ﬁrst time to
seek civil, political, and social justice.39
For Cornell, the new legal order did not emerge sui generis; it came out of a
concrete historical context that connected local idioms of justice and ethical living to
legal language circulating internationally. Speciﬁcally, Cornell argues the keyword for
the legal revolution has been ubuntu, an isiZulu word often translated as the quality of
humanness. When interpreted in a legal context, ubuntu is a guide for ethical living
rooted in an ongoing struggle to constantly realize more human relationships.40 For
Cornell, that the spirit of ubuntu undergirds much post-apartheid jurisprudential
thinking helps make South Africa’s legal revolution substantive (even if the word does
not appear in the 1996 Constitution’s ﬁnal text).41 This can be seen in the fact that
demands for economic redistribution are now often a legal process, with social
movements regularly going to court to demand, and often win, public goods like water,
housing, and health care, which are promised in the Constitution—a set of victories
made possible by the post-apartheid legal context in which legal victories are expected
to have collective effects.42 As the eminent anthropologists Jean and John Comaroff
have argued, class warfare in South Africa has been transformed into class “lawfare.”43
The effect of this ethical change in the law and its utilization by litigants is that ubuntu is
not just an abstract value; it is a justiciable principle cited in court cases dealing with
everything from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission through the murder trial of
celebrity athlete Oscar Pistorius. (Coincidentally, Pistorius’ attorney cited one of
Cornell’s earlier books, Ubuntu and the Law, during a sentencing hearing.44)
Even if the decidedly local concept of ubuntu may undergird South African
jurisprudence, demands to realize the promises of ubuntu are usually articulated through
a much more globally recognizable language: the language of rights. This is the
language, as it happens, that social movements use most often to lodge their claims for
the advancement of socio-economic goals, suggesting that Cornell’s emphasis on the
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pervasiveness of ubuntu in South African jurisprudence may be somewhat overstated.45
Importantly, though, Cornell uses these limits to highlight a tension in the use of rights
claims to demand communal goods promised by the Constitution. That is, rights-talk
typically indexes notions of individual autonomy associated with liberalism, while
ubuntu refers to decidedly more communitarian ideals. The consequence is that as social
movements use the legalistic language of rights to affect communal socio-economic
advances, there is an inbuilt tension (if not outright contradiction) in their efforts when
their communally-oriented demands run against the oft-individualizing language of the
Constitution.46
This tension in the multiple meanings of rights is not merely a theoretical problem;
it has political effects. Even if ubuntu has been a guiding legal principle for much South
African jurisprudence, the reality of ubuntu has been realized unevenly in governing
practice, in part because ubuntu is often claimed through the legal language of rights
and can therefore hit roadblocks in courts.47 As demands for the substantive realization
of ubuntu have stalled, social movements have changed their tactics and pursued extralegal means for realizing human dignity. For example, they have connected residents to
water and electricity, which they could not otherwise afford. Although such acts are
illegal, groups who provide these services, like the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee,
refer to their workers as “Ubuntu Electricians.” Using this moniker allows the group to
criticize the property rights laws that legally constrain their work; private property, it is
implied, runs contrary to the spirit of ubuntu.48 Although technically illegal, tying such
practices to local ethical idioms through the language of ubuntu challenges what the law
and rights should provide. In this way, the legal revolution is being waged on multiple
fronts at once, both formally through the creation of laws codiﬁed by a rights-based
constitution and informally through the extra-legal actions of community groups
working to see the ideal of ubuntu realized in practice.
The effect of this tension between the language of rights and ubuntu is that we see
how crucial meaning-making is to the effect of the law. Here, the language of law
partially shapes how people and movements conceive of problems as best solved
through legal remedies (for example, by pushing actors to launch their claims in the
language of rights). Practices of meaning-making also shape how justiciable principles
themselves are created. The emergence of ubuntu as a justiciable principle, after all,
resulted from left-leaning elites rewriting the country’s legal codes during the transition
such that they would be connected to an idea of “African-ness” (however idealized).
Therefore, this shift in legal meaning-making practices, Cornell shows, has been
nothing short of revolutionary in ideal, even as it remains contradictory in practice.

Rights Undone from Above
Even as South Africa has undergone a legal revolution, the promises of this revolution
have not been fulﬁlled.49 Moreover, popular struggles to achieve these promises outside
of legal processes are becoming increasingly violent and increasingly subject to violent
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reprisal by the state. That, at least, is one key message from the ﬁrst major study of the
Marikana Massacre, written by South African sociologists Peter Alexander, Thapelo
Lekgowa, Botsang Mmope, Luke Sinwell, and Bongani Xezwi.50
The Marikana Massacre has arguably become, along with the 2008 xenophobic
riots (discussed below), the signal event of the post-apartheid order. On August 16,
2012, a multiracial police battalion armed with assault riﬂes ﬁred live rounds into a
crowd of striking mineworkers, killing thirty-four and injuring seventy-eight
others. The miners were participating in a wildcat strike over pay and living
conditions at the Lonmin-owned platinum mine at Marikana in Northwest Province.
The killings, which had followed earlier violence between rival unions and the
police that resulted in ten people being killed, immediately conjured comparisons to
massacres committed by the apartheid state, not least because at least fourteen of
the workers were apparently shot from behind. The difference, of course, was that
this massacre was committed by a multiracial police force serving a democratic
state.
In the wake of the killings, the state formed a Commission of Inquiry into the
events that brought forth evidence at its public hearings about the alleged involvement
of senior African National Congress (ANC) ofﬁcials in the policing of the event. In
particular, Cyril Ramaphosa, the deputy president of the ANC and, at the time, a major
shareholder and board member in Lonmin, was accused of pressuring senior police
ofﬁcials into intervening, having called for “concomitant action” against the “dastardly
criminals” on strike in emails to Lonmin ofﬁcials in the days leading up to the
Massacre.51
Although the Commission of Inquiry ultimately cleared Ramaphosa of responsibility,52 Alexander et al. draw on such evidence to argue that both the initial
mobilization by the miners and the violent response by the state resulted from longstanding class conﬂicts between capital (represented by Lonmin) and the proletariat
(represented by the mineworkers). The workers’ choice to mobilize, according to
Alexander et al.’s account, was “the unfettered praxis of the working class” and “a story
of ordinary people who had previously been relegated to the margins of society.”53
Conversely, the authors are categorical in their condemnation of South Africa’s political
and economic elites, arguing that the massacre “was not just a human tragedy, but rather
a sober undertaking by powerful agents of the state and capital who consciously
organized to kill workers who had temporarily stopped going underground in order to
extract the world’s most precious metal—platinum.”54
While Alexander et al. claim that their main aim is to explain what happened on
the day of the strike and offer proximate explanations, the Commission of Inquiry
ultimately supplied more evidence about what happened leading up to the Massacre
than these authors could have been reasonably asked to provide, as they were writing in
the immediate wake of the massacre. Given that Marikana will be subject to academic and
political debates long into the future, the real value of Alexander et al.’s account lies in its
transcription of speeches following the massacre and over thirty interviews with strike
leaders and mineworkers.
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The interviews provide a description of the underlying economic conditions leading
up to the massacre and are an important counterbalance to the Commission’s focus on
discrete events and individual responsibility. Dehumanizing economic conditions
dominate the interviews. It becomes abundantly clear through the interview data that the
work of rock drill operators—the workers whose grievances touched off the strike—is
brutal. It involves rising well before dawn, making a long trip to the mine, and plunging
on a chairlift deep below the earth’s surface only to crouch all day in suffocating air
while forcing an industrial grade drill against a rock wall. Management confronts them
with contradictory instructions: telling them to follow safety rules, but chastising them if
following those rules slows production.55 It is taxing work whose stress only increases
the likelihood of accidents.56 Summing up the brutal conditions, one of the mineworkers
tells the interviewers, “I am not going to lie to you, this is the most difﬁcult job anyone
can ever do. . . .”57 Yet, for that dirty, dangerous labor, drill operators were compensated
with just enough money to allow them to live in a squalid shack settlement on the edge
of the mine.58 Marx may or may not have known what a rock drill operator was when
writing his Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, but his account of the
dehumanizing power of the capitalist mode of production lives beneath the ground of
Marikana.
The interview data reveal more than just brutal labor conditions, though.
Speciﬁcally, the language used by workers to describe their struggle and the meanings
embedded within their descriptions suggest a need to go beyond Alexander et al.’s
largely economic argument. The transcripts illustrate that while legal theorists might use
the language of ubuntu, the dominant language of the miners is that of rights. When the
miners use the language of rights, however, they do not mean rights in the sense of
individual protections for personal liberty from the state. Rather, they mean something
closer to the attainment of dignity—an understanding of rights that is also embedded in
the country’s constitution. As one strike leader told a crowd in the days following the
massacre:
We don’t want to be prevented from expressing ourselves, we didn’t steal anything from
anyone, we were only demonstrating for one reason only [that is] to have decent wages
and what they did is they responded by ﬁring guns at us. . .Why must we die? All we
were doing is ﬁght[ing] for our rights and we did not kill anyone. Why then must we be
killed?59

Importantly, he articulates his demands for decent wages and the self-worth they
provide through the language of rights. This suggests that the meaning given to rights
in the Constitution, which articulates the connection between socioeconomic
conditions and human dignity, shaped how the workers conceived their political
goals. In other words, the meaning of rights structures the terms through which they
wage their economic struggle. Analytically, therefore, attention to meaning-making
shows that the grievances of the miners are not only or essentially economic; they are
bound up in the digniﬁed life that the language of the Constitution and the language of
rights in South Africa indexes.
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The interviews made apparent the notion that issues of political economy are issues
of human dignity and that, for the workers, socioeconomic rights should allow self-worth.
For instance, workers recount how they would have to humiliate themselves and bribe
current mine employees in order to just get job interviews.60 One worker, after saying that
his only dream was to get married and build a home for his family, immediately
connected the lack of economic means to achieve this basic social reproduction to the
democratic order: “South Africa is a democratic country,” he explained, “but we as
mineworkers are excluded from this democracy. For one, a white person here in the mines
gets a better pay than a black person and they are more eligible for promotion and that
oppress[es] us black people more.”61 Here the promises of democratic rights remain a
constant source of (racialized) humiliation as they go unfulﬁlled.62

Rights Undone from Above and Below
As in Alexander et al.’s account of Marikana, the meaning of rights is central to the
second signal event in South Africa’s post-apartheid order: an unprecedented spate of
xenophobic violence that swept much of the country in 2008.63 During two weeks of
intense violence in May of that year, over sixty people were killed, 700 were wounded,
and 100,000 were displaced, while foreign-owned shops and homes were burnt down.64
Most victims were Africans from outside of South Africa, although some were South
Africans married to foreigners or South Africans who refused to participate in the
violence.65 Thus, in contrast to the Marikana event, in which citizens looked to expand
rights, the 2008 violence achieved the opposite: the limiting of rights for others. The irony,
Audie Klotz shows in her study of the violence, was that this limitation of rights was not
only achieved by the state above but also, surprisingly, by ordinary citizens below.
That citizens would limit rights, Klotz argues, stems from a fundamental problem
bound up in the idea of citizenship. That is, the inclusiveness of citizenship and the rights
it provides are inherently premised on the exclusion of non-national others. Strikingly,
South Africa’s constitution guarantees key rights to all people living in the country, which
the courts have interpreted as extending rights to residents that are not citizens. However,
in an electoral context that incentivizes government-propagated economic nationalism,
pro-immigrant legal decisions create a political tinderbox, along with contradictory policy
responses from the state. Klotz shows that the country’s xenophobic violence emerged at
this conﬂuence of the politicization of justice and the judicialization of politics.66
Concerns over rights being extended to non-South Africans, which partially fueled
the 2008 violence, were in no way new. Instead, these anxieties were bound up in the
creation of a racially exclusive regime during the ﬁrst years of the South African Union
and heightened by the growing labor needs of South Africa’s emerging mining
industry.67 Rapidly developing as the country’s economic lifeblood in the latenineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, the mines on the rand had a voracious appetite
for human labor power. To feed this hunger, they employed Africans both from their
immediate hinterlands, but also from as far away as Mozambique and Nyasaland (today
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Malawi). As a result, movement and migration—both internal and external—became
key policy problems and raised citizenship questions for the white state because as
African men moved into urban areas seeking work, they put down roots in South
Africa’s burgeoning cities.68
Although such migration was an economic necessity for the state, it brought
concerns for state ofﬁcials. Ofﬁcials viewed urbanized Africans as a security threat,
both because of their alleged criminality and their possible political mobilization, an
especially prominent concern as Africans increasingly saw the political rights that were
exclusively possessed by whites.69 To solve this dilemma, the state separated questions
of nationality and citizenship, with the effect that non-whites had fewer citizenship
rights than whites.70 For example, the regime claimed Africans from within South
Africa were natives of various ethnic “homelands,” not the urban areas where they
may have settled. If Africans wanted additional rights, the apartheid state pronounced,
they should seek them from the government of their “homeland” since the apartheid
state did not consider them South Africans in the ﬁrst place.71 By contrast, the
apartheid state considered Africans whose lineage stretched outside of South Africa to
be permanent foreigners, and therefore similarly not due rights of South African
citizenship.72
This heightened interest in nationality as a mechanism for limiting rights was
hardly a strong foundation for inclusiveness as South Africa transitioned to democracy.
Even though the 1996 Constitution guaranteed that the new constitutional rights would
apply equally to all people who lived in South Africa regardless of national origin,73 the
political compact was based on redistributive terms that redeﬁned the South African
nation economically, not in ethnic or racial terms, as had been the case with the
apartheid state. Speciﬁcally, the rights regime contained the means for distributing
resources down the class ladder, even as it preserved rights to land and property secured
under apartheid to enable the democratic compact. However, this compact also created
conditions for new economic competition among groups that faced severe race-based
economic limitations under apartheid.
This new legal regime also emerged during a moment in which the nascent
democratic order witnessed dramatic increases in unemployment and inequality.74 We
saw in both Cornell’s study of ubuntu and Alexander et al.’s examination of the
Marikana Massacre that in a country where unemployment and economic inequality
loom large, social rights mean more than just access to public goods; they mean access
to dignity. Yet, in a country whose constitution guarantees that its rights would apply to
all people who live in it, the promises of economic nationalism create the conditions for
a xenophobic tinderbox if citizens see foreigners as enjoying access to economic or
housing goods not enjoyed by all South Africans.75 Indeed, one repeated claim among
disgruntled South Africans is that foreigners are “stealing ‘our freedom.’”76 Therefore,
even though the constitution provides expansive socioeconomic rights, because they are
unevenly fulﬁlled in practice and provided for immigrants who some citizens see as not
rightly due the beneﬁts of citizenship, the likelihood of that tinderbox catching ﬁre
increased.
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When combined with ambivalence among political leaders towards foreigners and
electoral incentives to demonize them, the likelihood that the state would intervene to
stamp out xenophobic violence decreased.77 Given the unpopularity of rights for
foreigners, some government ministers went so far as to suggest that angry citizens
“justiﬁably expected the government to secure their constitutional rights against illegal
aliens taking jobs at lower wages”78—jobs that were increasingly found in the country’s
poorly paid service economy with the declining availability of mining and industrial
employment. To many citizens, rights in this context came to mean privileges that they
should strip from foreign-nationals, contributing to an explosion of violence to
“reclaim” rights. In other words, the meaning of rights and who they should rightly
protect were at the center of the South Africa’s xenophobic violence.

A Meaning-Making Approach to Law and Rights: A View from South Africa
In reading the foregoing works, one might think that democratic transitions, massive
legal reforms, labor strife, police violence, and xenophobia are found in many places
and wonder about the particular value of studying South Africa. It is precisely these
similarities to other places that make South Africa so useful to study, as the dramatic
nature of the country’s political transition and its hard-fought institutional transformations put into stark relief the political processes that occur elsewhere. There is no
process which South Africa puts into sharper relief, I have suggested, than the
revolutionary changes in its legal institutions and the ways in which a particularly robust
rights regime undergirds those institutions. Thus, the legal changes that accompanied
democratization in South Africa are not only politically important for the country, they
are theoretically and methodologically important for how political scientists study
democracy, law, and rights generally. To understand these changes, political scientists
need to understand the meanings citizens attach to rights, a focus that complicates
dominant research approaches.
In reﬂecting on the light these works cast on the South African case, I suggest that
three approaches to the study of rights, law, and democracy bear some reconsideration.79 The ﬁrst perspective sees elective afﬁnities between rights, the rule of law, and a
high quality democracy.80 For scholars writing in this tradition, a well-functioning legal
system creates institutional space that protects rights and nurtures democratic freedom,
especially when the legal system is autonomous from other state institutions, judicial
institutions have bureaucratic capacity,81 and citizens develop legalistic values.82
Through this legal independence, citizens can subordinate state ofﬁcials to the law and
create a space for freedom to ﬂourish. As Carothers writes, “The rule of law makes
possible individual rights, which are at the core of democracy.”83
A second approach has a family resemblance to the ﬁrst perspective but reverses the
relationship between rights, law, and democracy. Instead of a legal system being the
precondition for ﬂourishing rights, scholars writing in this tradition argue that citizens’
access to rights forces the legal system to work well. Here, rights are an instrument for
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exercising political power to hold leaders to account and, thereby, strengthen
democratic governance. Rights facilitate vertical accountability84 because citizens can
mobilize the legal system to ensure that ofﬁcials uphold their political duties.85 Rights
also ensure horizontal accountability86 among state institutions by pressuring ofﬁcials to
do their jobs lest a future regime take over and prosecute the sins of the old guard.87
Rights are therefore the lynchpin in the legal system which ensures political
accountability as part of the “chain of responsiveness” that characterizes high quality
democracies.88
A third perspective focuses on the relationship between rights and changing
norms.89 In this view, the number of people receiving rights has a tendency to expand
over time as groups deprived of rights see them granted to others and then demand
similar rights for themselves. For example, members of a minority group might see the
right to vote granted to another group and subsequently claim that no one should be
denied the right to vote. Thus, this literature argues, the diffusion of ideas underlying
rights creates a rights cascade, spreads political power throughout society, and promotes
broader access to justice.90
Taken as a whole, scholars working in these traditions see rights as the foundation
of robust democracy because they foster stable political and legal systems,91 reduce
violence,92 and lessen inequality.93 To be sure, these scholars are cognizant of the
possibility for tension between the rule of law, rights, and a ﬂourishing democracy.
However, their overall tendency is to view them as mutually beneﬁcial.94 Less apparent
from these perspectives is how to explain the dynamics in South Africa described in the
works above: citizens violently resisting the extension of rights even as they seek their
promises.
An understanding of rights that focuses on their meaning may better explain these
dynamics. When read together, the works reviewed here suggest four key lessons for
how to make sense of such dynamics and offer an outline of how an alternative
approach to rights focused on meaning-making could be pursued. First, the works
collectively show that placing the meanings of rights at the center of our analyses can
shed light on why citizens might resist rights. As much as rights establish entitlements
for citizens and limit government power, they also create meaning for political life.
Taking such meanings seriously would involve studying rights not just as abstract rules
or legal institutions that shape incentives (though it could involve such things). Rather,
political scientists would explore how people create meaning through rights in relation
to the material realities of their lives and broader systems of political and social
signiﬁcation,95 what I refer to as a meaning-making approach to the study of rights.
The works reviewed here do this in a number of ways. Cornell’s book most
obviously explores the relationship between systems of meaning and rights given its
focus on local idioms of ubuntu and how the courts have used the language of ubuntu to
advance causes of social justice. Meierhenrich’s book shows some of the surprising
ways in which attention to meaning can be productively used in positivist studies.
Although Meierhenrich is primarily concerned with explaining the logic behind the
choices of rational actors, the power of his account comes from his ability to show how
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the meaning of the law shaped what actors on both sides of the negotiating table during
the collapse of apartheid conceived of as a rational risk in the ﬁrst place. In taking the
meaning of the law seriously, in other words, he opens a black box to productively show
how adversaries could see overcoming their divisions as rational in context.
To study the meaning of rights, however, requires putting them into historical time
and not studying them ahistorically as, for example, a set of institutional incentives—a
second lesson suggested by the works reviewed here. One approach for accomplishing
this, suggested most explicitly by Klotz, is to treat law as having a path dependent
nature, which shapes the meanings of rights. The historical quality of this path
dependence is clear: the ways in which a legal system is initially established sets
subsequent habits and expectations for how the law will function, how actors will orient
themselves to the law, and the meanings of rights generated as a result. Thus, the
establishment of a legal system can have remarkably long-run consequences and
provide stability during moments of political uncertainty like South Africa’s transition
to democracy, a path dependence also highlighted by Meierhenrich.96 However, as
Klotz shows, rights can also create the conditions for future instability by structuring
identities and shaping ideals of citizenship, which can have unintended social effects as
they are projected forward into the future. In other words, while the legal traditions of
dead generations can set the stage for a legal revolution, they can also weigh like a
nightmare on the brains of the living.
Of course, this is not to suggest that rights or their consequences are unchanging.
Quite to the contrary, part of the power of these works is to show how rights along with
the law more generally can change, a third key lesson. If institutional path dependency
is a way history structures the meanings of the law, events are a way in which history
changes those meanings.97 Tragically, in South Africa such events are often massacres.
For example, in his “Speech from the Dock,” when he was on trial for treason, Mandela
famously cited the 1960 Sharpeville Massacre as the event which transformed him so
that he no longer saw non-violence as a plausible way to rid the country of apartheid.98
In other words, for apartheid’s opponents, the massacre shifted the meanings of state
repression, opening up new possibilities for confronting the apartheid state.
Since the end of apartheid, the two signal events have been the 2012 Marikana
Massacre and the 2008 xenophobic violence. Their effects are still too recent to fully
understand—particularly the xenophobic rioting, as violence continues against foreigners,
both as a quotidian reality and during a second deadly wave of xenophobic attacks in
early 2015.99 Despite their ambiguity, however, these events are having profound
consequences for the political and economic claims South Africans are making on their
state and on one another. This is particularly the case with Marikana. In the wake of the
massacre, a massive wave of wildcat strikes gripped the country that pulled apart South
Africa’s labor movement and caused a breakdown in a long-running pact between
unions and the ruling African National Congress. Marikana was a key touchstone for
this unruliness, having become a “byword for militant resistance.”100 In other words,
Marikana ushered in a new meaning of worker militancy, which may reshape the
political landscape in ways not seen since the collapse of apartheid.
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But how can politics be restructured outside of a transformative event? Klotz shows
that consistent political pressure by social movements and interest groups can push
states off an equilibrium path set by institutional rules. A set of unruly social
movements, for which Cornell advocates, shows a similar ability to reshape the ways in
which jurists interpret seemingly static legal statutes. Put abstractly, there is agency in
shaping rights and the law both during moments of political transition and in the
ongoing work of lawyers who utilize the courts to constantly push for new
interpretations of legal statutes to expand the boundaries of freedom. This suggests a
ﬁnal lesson: even if the emergence of rights discourse coincided with the decline of
utopian thinking,101 revolutionary political change still can happen. However, revolutions
are made by human actions and with all the contradictions they bring.

Conclusion
During its political transition, South Africa became a beacon to devotees of democracy
in large part because of the emphasis that its future democratic rulers placed on rights as
the foundation of a robust legal system and democratic political order. Its constitution
was lauded for its elegant design. Its courts were acclaimed because of the institutional
power they displayed. Its police transformation became a model for transitional states
elsewhere. And at the heart of all of this was the country’s celebration of rights. The
remarkably wide-ranging political, social, and civil rights that all people living in South
Africa were afforded for the ﬁrst time solidiﬁed South Africa’s place as the leading light
for other countries democratizing in the late twentieth century. If the rights revolution
was predicted to revolutionize the new world order, South Africa would be at the
forefront of the change.
However, the books reviewed here show that the post-apartheid rights regime has
had a value beyond its symbolism. It has been a concrete source of stability enabling the
country’s transition out of revolution and into a stable democracy. Yet, the same rights
regime has, at times, enabled violence and instability as state ofﬁcials and citizens have
fought over what rights should provide and who their beneﬁciaries should be. Even as
South Africa’s stable legal institutions, which were embedded in a new rights
dispensation, enabled the political transition, they have also been consistently challenged
both by state leaders from above and by citizens from below. That is, the country’s legal
regime has found itself in the contradictory place of being celebrated by the world
outside, while being challenged from within. When read together, the books under
review show that even while the country’s rights regime helps to bind democratic South
Africa together, it is being used by some political forces to pull the country apart. This
dynamic—and the difﬁculties it suggests for democratic states elsewhere—makes
South Africa a crucial case for political scientists to understand because the country
simultaneously displays our best hopes for a more democratic future governed by
universal human rights and shows the contradictions of even the most expansive rights
regime as it is put into political practice.
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